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Pareidolia
Historical Winchester Engraving Of An “All Seeing Eye
Flower Design” Originated With Masonic Art Guild of
Philadelphia, Through The American Banknote
Company Teachings.
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The highly embellished, deep relief, Ulrich engraved Winchester. This is an
undocumented Conrad Ulrich, Rudolph Ulrich & John Ulrich custom engraved rifle.
Depicting some of the most significant esoteric and Masonic Guild art symbolism that
the design dates back to 1791. Showing this exact design of the All Seeing Eye that is
centered in a Masonic five petal flower. Robert Scot, the first official engraver of the
young U.S. Mint, began the company that would eventually grow into the nation’s
premier high security engraving and printing firm, the American Bank Note Company.
Report on Ulrich Engraving That Links 1791 Philadelphia Engravers Guild
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A Boston Metal Detector Professional Find’s 1790‘s Engraved Seal
That Advances A Priceless Engraved Winchester Firearm’s Hidden
Secrets Of The Art Guild In the United States For Over 100 Years!

Flower With All Seeing Eye
This All Seeing eye is evidence of this
design originating through the
American Banknote Co. founded by
the US Great Seal maker Robert Scot.

Boston Metal Detector Find
Philadelphia Great Seal Engravers
seal was unearth by Leighton
Harrington in Boston with his metal
detector. Showing the earliest Masonic
All Seeing Eye Flower.

All Seeing Eye On 1791-3 Philly
Seal
Boston Treasure find of Philadelphia
engravers Fob Seal. Showing the
earliest US engraved Flower with All
Seeing Eye.

Ulrich Masonic Lodge #79
John Ulrich on the left panel engraved
shows the 79 in his scroll work that
flows into an Egyptian style All Seeing
Eye representing the Light.
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The Guild From 1790’s-1890’s
Robert Scot and The Guild:
Robert Scot is believed to be the head of American Art Guild. He is the man
responsible of all the origins of the United States, mysteries and Masonic
controversial symbolism originating with “ALL” of the earliest United States
Sovereign Seals from the founding of the Nation from 1775 until the time of his
death into the first decades if the 19th century. Scot is the mysterious hooded
man who presented Thomas Jefferson with the 1st offical US Great Seal. Scot
introduced the All Seeing Eye to all the very first engraved American Jacobite art
that included the Nubian stepped pyramid with the “All Seeing Eye” on the
original proposed drawing of the reverse side of the United States National coat of
arms.
My blog presents vast history on Robert Scot
and his fragmented history as an American
Jacobite. Scot’s work was detrimental to the
creation of the United States early economic
infrastructure through engraving that
involved the minting of coins, paper money,
stamps, sovereign seals, printing, map making
and the list goes on. Scot created the very first
engraving school in the United States in
Philadelphia.

Just recently this winter, I did a study on a
rediscovered seal fob unearthed in Boston, MA.
by a Mr. Leighton Harrington who found a very rare seal relic with a monogram
design that was made by the earliest artist of the Masonic engraving guild under
the umbrella of Robert Scot in Philadelphia. Extensive studies have been posted
on these rare seal designs that often have had Masonic Flowers coming off the
scrolls on the monogram lettering. Famous seals with these flowers were owned
by President Washington, his nephew Lawrence A. Washington and also found on
the last original 18th century US Great Seal called the “1798 Territorial Seal of
Mississippi. Thomas Jeffersons lost seal - WordPress.com <<<<Click to See Seals!
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Documented by the renowned Firearms authority, Herb Houze in his
book “Winchester Repeating Arms Company” is the evidence that
advances lost history directly associated to the Ulrich family of
engravers who worked for Winchester Firearms and Colt Firearms.
The engraving family dynasty of three brothers and their few sons
combined, had over 100 years of engraving firearms experience
together. Where they had plenty of time to engrave many custom
rifles for private clients through out their careers.
Mr Houze provided in his book, factual records that the eldest Ulrich
brother Herman L. Ulrich. While living in NY, worked for the
American Banknote Company that was founded by Robert Scot in
1795. This information is “VERY SIGNIFICANT EVIDENCE THAT HAS
TO BE ACCEPTED BY HISTORICAL FIREARMS HISTORIANS” that for
the first time. We can trace one of the only now known Ulrich “All
Seeing Eye Flower” designs, right back through Herman Ulrichs
emplyment with the American Banknote Company teaching him this
rare and unique Masonic Guild designs in the late 19th century that
were taught to the family. Which originates back to the Philadelphia
engravers and Robert Scot before the American Banknote Co. was
even founded in 1795. This historical find linking the direct influence
and origins of “A” design from the Philadelphia Masonic Guild from
the late 18th century. Then being found on a Winchester Rifle nearly
100 years later is historically remarkable in the study of early
American engraving. Houze describes the difficulties in identifying
the work of the Winchester engravers in the last years of the 19th
century. But this has all been changed with the many documents this
author has put out on the internet. Where identification of makers
marks initials were always being placed on most all Masonic Guild
Art, not just engraving art! Which was common practice started with
Robert Scot and his students, including associates in the guild.
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John Ulrich Letter Initial “J”
identifying he engraved the left panel.

The left panel shows Conrad letter
initials “CFU” with the U sideways. its
the deep, dark lined cuts that clearly
shows the initials. Its common to see
letters on any angle. There may be a U
in the center of the C and a 3rd U.

E
Another of Conrads “CU” initials, that
is very much like this and is larger.
Can be found on the Teddy Roosevelt
rifle he gave to the famous cowgirl
Lucille Mulhall. Also found on the
famous Texas Ranger & Cattle Baron
Charles Goodnight’s engraved
Winchester that is the identical
custom engraving that is documented
as a Winchester engraving.

Masonic “E” symbolic to the name of
Jesus as Emmanuel. This is a well
researched symbol of the guild that
adds authenticity to the identification
of this rifle. The note company created
anti-counterfeiting symbol devices
with money. These methods were
applied to many guns the Ulrich’s
engraved. The Lodge #79 scroll adds
concrete evidence that this is an
Ulrich gun, as seen on Annie Oakley’s.
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Rudolph Ulrich Makers Mark “R”

The two box images are believed to be the first identified makers marks of
Rudolph Ulrich. Both showing “UR” that is done identical to Herman Ulrichs
recently discovered makers marks. Left image Model 1866 SN 7980 and the
right image is found on the Model 44-40 belonging to Teddy
Roosevelt(Apache Scout & Plains Indians) engraved rifle.

R
Pictured above is the left panel, located to the right of the 79 Lodge number
scroll is as clear as it gets upper cased letter “R”. The evidence points the finger
that this is in fact Rudolph Ulrich’s prominent makers mark. Rudolph was the
son of Conrad and this evidence suggests that the John makers mark is
Rudolph’s brother John and not John the brother of Conrad. The Vehrs
Winchester has provided immense historical information that should reflect its
historical value and monetary value today. This is also applied to the
Harrington historical seal that provided this evidence.
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“ The Pareidolia Caricature Effect By The Ulrichs & Jasper Salerno”

One of the last of the old school Winchester
fire arms engravers Jasper Salerno, left
Winchester researchers this detrimental
historical information pictured above. This
is one of the rare works by Jasper showing
the public that he was a Masonic engraver.
Where he used the Masonic compass and
All Seeing Eye with in his letter initial “A”.
But the real secret revealed is the two
scrolls to the left showing “EYES” in the
scrolls. Letting you know that Masons do
watch.Common in 13th-18th century arms
art with knights helmut designs! This is a
basic hidden art that the average person
would not notice. To the right is what the
Ulrich’s were trying to accomplish with
their Esoteric scroll art in a similar fashion
as Jaspers, but multi-dimensional in the
basic design with eyes and caricature faces
in the scroll art! Focus on the large center
scrolling area and let your imagination take
over! This was common to see in 18th
century engraving. Zoom in to see around
the larger scroll area. This was being done
by the guild for hundreds of years with the
guilds with scrolls in their art. Its nothing
new with the ancient guild art.
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